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Absolute continuity in (0, co) for Schrodinger operators --d + V(X), 
with long range potential V = V, + V, such that aV,/ar, V, = O(r-i-c), 
e > 0, as 1 x ( ---f a, is shown by proving estimates on resolvents near the real 
axis. Completeness of the modified wave operators for a superposition of 
Coulomb potentials also follows. Singular local behavior of V is allowed. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The scattering and spectral theory of the Schrodinger operator 
H = Ho + V(x) ( w h ere HO is the usual self-adjoint Laplacian acting 
in &? = P(R”)) h as recently been brought into very satisfactory 
condition in the case where I/‘: Rffl ---f R has short range, i.e., V(x) = 
O(ra), 01 > 1, as Y -+ co. (Y = ( x I.) It was shown early in the 
history of the subject that the wave operators 
Q&f, Ho) = :;lii eiHfe--iHof 
exist in such a case. Vectors in the range of Q+(Q-) represent quantum 
mechanical states which are asymptotically free in the future (past). 
The following inclusions are automatically true: 
(2(T) denotes the range of an operator T, E,(B) is the spectral 
projection for H corresponding to the set B; Z&(H) is the subspace of 
absolute continuity for H, i.e., Z&(H) = {p’ E Af: j B / = 0 3 
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&(B),y = 0); Y&(H) is th e closed subspace spanned by the eigen- 
vectors of H.) 
It is hardly conceivable in physical terms how any of these 
inclusions could fail to be equality. The problem of completeness of 
wave operators is to prove equality at each stage. 
was shown under mild regularity conditions on V by Kato [l]. 
Progress on the problem 
has been made by several authors; it was finally solved for general 
short range V by Kato and Kuroda [2, 31. (Sometimes this part of 
the problem, or the weaker statement W(G)+) = 9Z(Q-) is called 
completeness of the wave operators.) Many have also made contribu- 
tions to the problem of proving 
It was recently solved by Agmon [4]. (Of course, (A), (B) and (C) 
are very much interrelated.) 
Since Dollard [5] h as shown that the wave operators do not exist 
in the case of the Coulomb potential V(X) = c/i x /, which just fails 
to be short-range, it might appear from a mathematical point of view 
that the last word has been spoken. But from the viewpoint of physics 
a scattering theory that leaves out the Coulomb potential can scarcely 
be considered satisfactory. Our goal is to extend this theory as far 
as possible to long range potentials. Conclusions (A) and (C) above 
do not refer to the wave operators, and in fact (A) has already been 
generalized to cover long-range potentials V that can be represented 
as the sum of a short-range potential and a long-range potential 
without too much oscillation [6, 71. (A) can fail for potentials which 
barely violate this condition [7, 81. For this and other reasons we 
feel that the potentials satisfying such a condition are the ones that 
can reasonably be studied. 
The technical foundation of the results (B) and (C) is a pair of 
estimates controlling the resolvents (H,, - ,z)-1 and (H - .z)-1 as x 
approaches the positive real axis. An almost optimal result for 




whereM(a,b) ={zEC:O < IImzj < 1,~ <Rez <bj,andhis 
multiplication by a function which is O(Y-e), CY. > %, at co. The 
estimate (1.1) has been proved for T = H, + V, where V is short- 
range, for a set of intervals [a, 61 whose union is dense in (0, 00). 
We will extend this result in Lemma 1 .l to long-range potentials 
satisfying the type of condition previously imposed to prove (A). 
We will consider short-range functions 
F = (1 + y)-’ (f, +faJ, Y > 1, 
f, E S9(Rn), p > max(n/2, 1); fm E 9”(R”). (1.2) 
A long-range function F without oscillation at infinity for us will be 
one which is continuously differentiable and 
1 aF/ar 1 < c(1 + Y)-y, y > 1, 
,&F(x) = 0. 
(1.3) 
We shall write ( , ) for the inner product in 8, linear on the right, 
and / ) for the norm. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let V be a multiplication operator acting in 
X = P2(R”), where 
v = VI + v, , Vi satisfies (1.3), V, satisfies (1.2). 
with B(H) C 9(H,112) 
(1.4) 
There is a unique self-adjoint operator H with 9(H) C B(Hti2) such 
that for all v, 16 E 9(H) 
The positive eigenvalues of H have jinite multiplicity and can 
accumulate only at 0. For any 1 h(x)12 = F satisfying (1.2) and interval 
[a, b] C (0, co) containing no eigenvalue of H there is a C > 0 such 
that I( h(H - z)-lh (/ < C for all z E ~+‘-(a, b). 
Remark. We expect that the positive eigenvalues are absent, but 
we do not assume the local regularity on V necessary for the existing 
proofs of (A). 
Because there are no wave operators, (B) cannot be deduced from 
this lemma as in the short-range case, but some results of interest 
in scattering theory, including (C), are consequences by means of 
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standard methods. Next we shall give these results and indicate how 
they follow from Lemma 1.1. Finally we turn to the proof of the 
lemma itself. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be as in Lemma 1.1. Then 
(a) e,(H) = #p(WL- 
(b) If ] h(x)12 satisjies (1.2) and [a, b] C (0, 00) contains no 
eigenvalues of H, then there exists a constant C such that 
s m 1 he-“W&a, b])p, I2 dt < C I q~ 12. -co 
(c) If H’ = H,, + V’ also satisjies the conditions of Lemma 1.1 
with Y’ = VI’ + V,’ and VI’ = VI , then 
Q*(H’, H) = s-lim eitH’e-itH[SJH)] 
exists and has range Zac(H’). (Denoting by [Z&(H)] the projection 
071 ~CP)). 
Proof. For any self-adjoint T and x outside the spectrum of T, 
Im x ](T - x)-l v I2 = *(q, [(T - a)-’ - (T - x*)-~]v> 
= Im(p, (T - z)-’ v). 
(1.5) 
By applying this to T = H, ‘p = h$, and using (l.l), we get 
/ Im x 1 I(H - z)-l h$ I2 < 4 (11 h(H - z)-” h II + II h(H - z*)-l h III I 4 I2 
< Cl#l”, 
for z E N(a, 6) if [a, b] C (0, co contains no eigenvalues. This means ) 
h is “H-smooth on (a, b)” [9] and the desired results are consequences 
of the theory of smooth operators. In particular, (a) follows from 
Theorem 2.2 [9], (b) f rom Lemma 2.1 and the equality of (2.3) 
and (2.4) [9], and (c) from Theorem 2.3 [9] (with J = I) since 
1 V, - V,’ 1 < ch2. 1 (The theory of H-smooth operators was 
introduced and developed by Kato [lo].) 
The first conclusion of this theorem, which is just (C), has 
previously been proved in some special cases. Weidmann [8] proved 
it under a condition like (1.4) (b u with less smoothness required) t 
for radial potentials, and there are results for repulsive potentials 
[ll, 12-J “d’l t I a ion analytic” potentials [13], potentials with no barriers 
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[9], and potentials with ( V / = O(Y-“), 1 VV 1 = O(Vl-a), CL > 3 
(S. Agmon, private communication.) 
Conclusion (b) implies that a quantum mechanical particle subject 
to a force --CV spends only a finite time in a bounded region B 
if its energy is in the interval (a, b). (Take h = 1 on B and 0 outside B.) 
Conclusion (c) would give (B) if I/ were short-range (take V, = 0). 
For long-range potentials it only asserts the unitary equivalence of 
the absolutely continuous spectral parts of two Schrbdinger operators 
whose difference is short-range; it does not relate H to H, . For 
the Coulomb case, H = H,, + C/Y, Dollard defined modiJied wave 
operators [5] which do intertwine H and H, ; 
QhD = s-lim e-iEJtuo(t), t++m 
where Uo(t) is a one-parameter unitary family (not a group) which 
commutes with H, and more correctly approximates the asymptotic 
behavior of e-(Ht. The existence of QkD has now been shown for 
a large class of H [14-161, so the question of their completeness can 
be raised, i.e., 
(BD) wkD) = yl”,c(W. 
This has been proved only if V is radial [5, 151. It could be extended 
to very short-range (O(Y-+~)) perturbations H’ of such potentials 
using the chain rule 
i&D(H’, H,,) = lim eiH’tUo(t) 
t-z!92 (1.6) 
= (,!l& eiH’te-iHt[~~C(H)]}(t~~~ eiHtUo(t)) 
and results using trace class conditions (e.g., Theorem X.4.9 [17]) to 
obtain the existence and completeness of Q*(H’, H). But this is not 
sufficient to handle cases of physical interest like 
EXAMPLE 1. V(x) = ET==, qk ( x - ak 1-l. (Unless Cf=, qk = 0 
where the short-range theory applies and the physics textbook 
argument about screening is valid, because cancellations yield V(z) = 
O(rm2).) In general I’ differs from a Coulomb potential by O(re2). 
However, we can use the same strategy, employing (c) of Theorem 1 
for existence and completeness of SZ,(H’, H). 
SCHR6DINGER 
COROLLARY 1.1. 
on RS with support 
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Let p be a finite signed measure (i.e., a “charge”) 
in a ball of radius R. Let 
W) = 1 I x - Y I-l 4(Y) 
Rfi 
and H = H,, + V. The mod$ied wave operators exist and are complete. 
Proof. The Coulomb potential V, = l/y satisfies the local 
hypotheses of Theorem 1, and V, being the convolution of p with 
V, satisfies them as well. We can show that QV, - V is short-range, 
where Q is the total charge p(R%), and this will finish the proof, 
by (1.6) and Theorem l(c). 
I V(x) - Q~&)l = j/,,,,, (I x -Y I-l - I 5 I-‘) MY) j 
For I x 1 > 2R and 1 y 1 < R the integrand is dominated by 1 x )-2, 
from which it follows that V - QV, = O(Y-~) at infinity. a 
Remark. If V is the sum of a long-range VI and short-range V, , 
the theorems on the existence of Sz iD [15, 161 have made assumptions 
on VI slightly more stringent than (1.3). Thus Theorem l(c) implies 
some new results on existence of Gn,D, by the chain rule. 
The modified wave operators are difficult to handle, and the 
information they provide is not as easily interpreted as for the ordinary 
wave operators. Since the operators Uo(t) are more complicated than 
eiHot, theorems asserting the existence of Q&D are at the same time 
less appealing to state and more difficult to prove than their short- 
range counterparts and, as we have noted, theorems asserting their 
completeness are scarce indeed. Several authors have proposed 
substitute asymptotic conditions which are more natural to state and 
imply the qualitative physical behavior expected in scattering [15, 
l&-20]. In most cases however, the only way to show that these 
conditions hold has been to prove existence and completeness of GhD. 
In some special cases a direct proof was given of the condition put 
forth in [19], namely, the existence of 
w+(A)p, = ,Qlim eiHtAe-Wp. (1.7) 
for v E L%& where A is a continuous momentum observable (= Fourier 
transform of multiplication by a bounded continuous function with 
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a limit at infinity.) This proof can now be extended to a more general 
class of potentials. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose I-I = HO + I/, V = V, + V, , as in 
Lemma 1 .l. Suppose also that / C V, 1 < C( 1 + Y)-y, y > 1. Then the 
limits (1.7) exist. 
Proof. First consider the operator Hr = H,, + V, . The proof of 
Theorem 3.3 [9] can be applied to this case to show that the limits 
(1.7) exist for Hr because 1 VV, Ill2 is Hi-smooth on a dense collection 
of intervals. By a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.10 [19] 
(another version of the chain rule) this result extends to H by 
Theorem l(c). 1 
Still lacking is a general proof of the completeness of O*D, or 
of any isometries 0, such that (1.7) is given by Q&K),*. Lemma 1.1 
places in our hands analytic tools equal to those available in the 
short-range case; hopefully they will prove useful in solving this 
problem. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Lemma 1.1. 
In Section 2 we define some basic concepts and prove a result necessary 
to handle the local singularities which will arise. In Sections 3 and 4 
the main part of the argument is given, and in Section 5 we prove 
some rather standard facts needed in Sections 3, 4. 
The program that has been carried out successfully for short-range 
potentials is to prove (1.1) for the unperturbed operator H,, and then 
use a perturbation argument to extend it to H, a short-range perturba- 
tion of H,, . Proofs of (1 .l) for H,, have made essential use of the 
fact that this operator has constant coefficients, and the perturbation 
argument depends essentially on the fact that the perturbation is 
short-range. In Section 4 we show that the “unperturbed operator” 
need not have constant coefficients for the perturbation argument; 
its resolvent need only satisfy (1.1) and one other estimate. In 
Section 3 we establish these two estimates directly for (H - z)-’ 
with Re x > A, where H = HO + V(X) if v belongs to a special 
class of long-range potentials, those which satisfy 
($!)(avp) + v < 4 U-8) 
as well as (1.3), by means of the “commutator methods” used in [9] 
to get an estimate weaker than (1 .l). Lemma 1.2 below shows that 
every potential satisfying (1.4) is a short-range perturbation of one 
satisfying (1.3) and (1 A), so that the results of Sections 3, 4 apply. 
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EXAMPLE 2. A potential satisfying (1.8) for all (1 > 0 is 
U(x) = --c(l + (r2/2))-a, c>o, O<ol<l (1.9) 
since 
U(x) + (r/z)(au/ar) = -c(l + (1 - a)(r2/2))(1 + @Z/2))-a-1. (1.10) 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that V, is a continuously dz@rentiable function 
satisfying (1.3). Th en f or any A > 0 there exist c and p such that if 
U, is given by (1.9), 1 UA(x)I < c( 1 + Y)-~, /3 > 1, and 
Proof. By (1.3) th e expression ?JY aV,/ar + VI is less than (1 for I 
sufficiently large, and is bounded throughout R”. Take U, as in (1.9) 
with cy > 6. By (l.lO), -(&r au,/& + VA) can be made as large as 
necessary by proper choice of c on the set where 4~ aV,/ar > A. a 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. The operator H is defined by the Friedrichs 
extension (e.g., Theorem A [21] using estimates on the potential as a 
quadratic form [22, Proposition 31 to show lower boundedness. 
Let 0 < a < b < co, and choose 0 < /l < a. By Lemma 1.2 
V + U, satisfies (1.8) so Theorem 3 (see Section 3) applies to 
f-4 = &l + (U/i + VI). c onsequently, since V, - U, satisfies (1.2), 
Theorem 4 (see Section 4) says that H = HI + (V, - UA) has 
finitely many eigenvalues in [a, b] (counting multiplicity) and that if 
[a, b] has no eigenvalues then for x E M(a, b), jj h(H - z)-lh [( < C. 1 
2. SOME SPACES OF FUNCTIONS 
Here we introduce some concepts and prove some facts that will 
be used later. The functions p(r) = (1 + r2)lj2 and pR(y) = p(r/R) 
will occur, raised to various powers to specify degrees of decay at 
infinity; they satisfy, for k < 2 
I(d/dy)"fRb(y)I < R-kB(a)/'R"(y>. (2.1) 
It will be important that this and other estimates improve as R ---t co. 
Let ZE = Y2(R”, p2E(r) dx) for (Y E R. The norm in *a is 
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We shall also need 8;‘, the space of functions in 9 whose distribu- 
tional derivatives also belong to T2. The norm on this space is 
An equivalent norm is (1 v if $- J$, 1 +/8xj jz)1/2 (because of (2.1)). 
Every function f in X, defines a linear functional on ZU by the 
formula 
(f, P> = jf W* dx> dx. 
If f and y belong to 2 this is just the usual inner product (linear in 
the second variable). Let 8:; be the dual space of Zel. It can be 
identified with a space of distributions on Rn in such a way that the 
pairing agrees with ( , ). Thus we have a family of Hilbert spaces 
with &!“l C .Y& C X;l if 01 > /3 3 y. Each inclusion is dense. 
We shall regard operators as objects independent of the spaces 
in which they act. Thus if T is an operator acting in X we shall 
also use the symbol T to denote the various (unique) extensions and 
restrictions of T to the spaces introduced above (adding a clarifying 
phrase where it seems needed). The norm of T as an operator from 
&$T to XNu will be denoted by (E) // T [If’ (a, T = &l or blank.) 
H,, has a unique extension to an operator mapping X1 into 2-l. 
Because of (2.1) it maps Zal into Xzl for 01 > 0, and hence it 
extends further to a map of XL, to %I’, . The same is true for 
multiplication by V if 
and therefore also for the self-adjoint operator H defined by the 
form &, + I/’ if d < 1. In this case (v,, (H + b)*iy)l12 is equivalent 
to / y 1(*1) as a norm on &‘&I for large b and there exists (for any 
compact set of nonreal z) a constant C such that for all y E Z’ 
((H - z)-’ v, (H + b)(H - z>-” v,> < ‘79, (H + bYv>; 
since Z is dense in Z-l and 9(H) is dense in ZP it follows that 
(H - .z)-’ extends to a bounded inverse to H - z: SP -+ Z-1. 
This extension of the resolvent will be important in Section 4. 
We shall need control over expressions like \ T(H - x)-l? /-a as 
Im z -+ 0, where H is Schrodinger operator and T is an unbounded 
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operator in SF with p-d I( T/i:” finite. The following results reduce 
the problem to getting estimates on I(H - x)-rq I+ . 
THEOREM 2. Let H = Ho -t V, where Y satisfk (2.2) with 
d = 1 - c-r < 1 and&R(x) = (H- x)-l.Foranya: 2 0,O < a < 
b < 00 write D = (B(--01)~ + B + b)c, where B = 1 - d + m. Then 
I PY~WP I(l) d D I pX4qn I + c I pi’y 1(-l) (2.3) 
for all q~ E X’, R 3 1, and z E &“(a, b). 
Proof. Let h be a smooth radial function on R”. Then for # E A? 
we get, by a straightforward calculation of commutators, 
c-q h$h I”‘)” = (h#, Hh#) + 3 1 h# 12 
= Re(h2#, H$> + l(aVr># I2 + B I h# 12. 
Taking h = pia and using (2.1) we obtain 
c”( I p~“R(x)p, / (1))2 < Re<p?R(z)p, (H - z) R(z)J~) 
+ (Re(4 + B + B(--01)‘) Ipi”Wv I2 
< I PR=WY I(l) 1 IP;%J I (-‘) + -“; I p3(+p 
Dividing by c-l 1 p;;“R(x)g, I(1) gives (2.3). 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. If R(x) is bounded uniformly for z E Jlr(a, b) as an 
operator from %a to Z-, then it is bounded in the same way from Xi1 
to z:, . 
Proof. By (2.3) 
But --(1 IIR(z)lJL-” = I_‘,’ I/ R(x)* /I6 = 22 /I R(z*)& and by (2.3) 
!!? II R(z*)/, ,< c + --ol II R(x*)llb D. Therefore if -~ 11 R(.z)/~ < C for 
all x E &‘-(a, b) we have (using (2.4)) 
!f; (1 R(&” < c + (c + CD)D. 1 
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3. RESOLVENT ESTIMATES FOR POTENTIALS WITH No BARRIERS 
In this section we derive the estimates which are necessary for the 
perturbation theory given in the next section. What we do is very 
similar to the work in [9], where we made use of the fact that estimates 
on (H - z)-’ follow from essential positivity of i[H, A] for a relatively 
H-bounded operator A. (The significance of positive commutators 
was discovered by Putnam (see [23]); their connection with resolvent 
estimates was pointed out by Kato [24] in a general setting. These 
ideas were first applied to Schrodinger operators in [ll].) Here we 
get stronger estimates from the same commutator calculations. 
In [9] we pointed out that the condition 
V(x) + (r/2)(Wj&)(x) < A, x E Rn (3.1) 
says roughly that the force -VV sets up no effective potential 
barriers to a particle with energy greater than A. In the absence of 
such barriers a particle should move without hesitation along its 
path in from outer space and back out again. If h is a nonnegative 
continuous integrable function on (0, 00) a certain observable (= self- 
adjoint operator) A(h) can be said to reflect this steady progress in 
the sense that its commutator with H is almost positive for states q~ 
of energy above A and thus eiHIA(h) e-iHt tends to increase as the 
particle progresses. For F E 3(H,) we define 
where g(r) = 6 h(s) ds. 
The main things we need to know about A(h) are expressions for 
its commutator with H, which will be given in Lemma 3.2, and the 
boundedness of A(h) and related operators on various spaces, which 
is the content of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a bounded vector-valued function on Rn. 
Then, for any 01 2 0 and R > 1 
I PiF . VT I G (1 + w-4 IIF llm I PR$ I(l) (3.3) 
In particular, 
--oL II 4~)lP: < (1 + B(--or)) 2 II h Ill + 12 IIh l/m . (3.4) 
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Proof. Using (2.1), we have 
I ~3 * b I d IF * VP;=% I + II F llm B(--a) I pi% I 
,< IlFllm I pi’% I(l) (1 + W-4. 
BY (3.2) 
A(h) =F*V +f where IIF /Im < 2 II h /II and llf IL < n II h IL . 
Therefore by (3.3), we have 
l4)9? l--or G (1 + W-4) 2 I/ h Ill I v 1% + n I/ h llm l9J I-a 
G ((1 + B(-4) 2 II h Ill + 71 IIh IL> IP 12 
which is the desired result. 1 
Throughout this section we shall consider operators H = H, + V 
where the radial distribution derivative of V satisfies (3.1) and for 
some y > 1 
(aV/aY)(x) < C(1 + y)-y. (3.5) 
This implies that V itself is bounded, so H is self-adjoint on 9(H,,). 
One could allow more general V (as was done in [9]), but that will be 
unnecessary; all unbounded behavior will occur in the perturbation 
of a V satisfying (3.1) and (3.5). On the other hand, we do not assume 
(as we did in [9]) that V(x) -+ 0 as 1 x 1 ---f co in this section. We 
would not need this extra generality either, but it may be instructive 
to note that one can get information about Schrodinger operators 
with such potentials. (Note that (3.5) implies that V tends to a limit 
in each radial direction, but these limits may depend on the direction. 
Our method will not give information about the part of the spectrum 
below the maximum of all such radial limits.) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that V satisfies (3.1) and (3.5) and let 
H=H,,+V.Ifl </3< min(y, 2), then for any E > 0 there exists 
a number M(E) such that if R 3 M(E) and A(h) is the operator de$ned 
in (3.2) with h(r) = Pi+ then for pl E 9(H), 
2 WW - A - 4~ hqD) < Im(A(h)p, HP). (3.6) 
Proof. Note that the function g defined in (3.2) satisfies g/r >, h 
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for our choice of h. Because of this, it is a straightforward calculation, 
starting with (2.13) of [9] that for n > 2, v E -Q?(W), 
(Note that in [9] inner products are linear in the JLirst variable.) The 
term 1/2r2 in (3.7) is actually necessary only in the case n = 2 where 
it arises from the term (n - 3)(n - 1)/4r2 in the expression (2.9) for 
--d in [9]. For n = 1 one has (3.7) except that Y is replaced by x, 
and no 1/2r2 term appears. The proof we give below for n 3 2 thus 
extends to n = 1 but could actually be made simpler in this case. 
BY (3.0 
2h(V + (r/2)(av/ar)) < Zflh. 
Therefore it is enough to show that for R sufficiently large ( h” ( < E/J 
and (g/r - Iz)(r aI’/% + 1/2r2) < cg’. Let us write 
gl(r) = 1; (1 + P-fi’2 ds. 
Then for 1 < k < 3 
Ig(“)(r)l = Al-” 1 gp’ (+)i < R’-kB(-/3) g,’ (+) = B(-& R1-“h(r) 
by (2.1). The necessary estimate on h” is a consequence of this, with 
k = 3. Now consider 
b-)/y - h(r) = [&> - d(r)lly = f(rlRh 
wheref(r) = [gr(r) - rg,‘(r)]/r. Clearly f(r) < c(1 + r)-l. (We shall 
use the letter C for a sequence of different constants below.) Since 
g:‘“‘(O) = 0, we have f(r) < Cr 2. Combining these two estimates, 
we obtainf(r) < Cra(1 + Y)-” so that 
f(r/R) f C(r2/R2) (1 + +j-3 < C(r2/R2)g,‘(+), 
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since p < 2, which gives, for large R, (g/r - h) 2rv2 < (~/2)h. 
Finally, since 
and Y avlar < CY- v+i, we have for x outside the unit ball in Rn and 
large R 
(l/h)(g/r - g’) r(aV/&) < C(+‘/Rfl-l) < q2. 
But inside this ball, using the estimatef(r) < Cr2 noted above, we 
have for large R 
THEOREM 3. Suppose H = H,, + V where V satisfies (3.1) and 
(3.5) and let R(z) = (H - z)-‘. Let a > A and recall X(a, b) = 
{.zEC: a < Rez < b, /Imx( > 01. (1) If 01 > l/2 there exists 
C(a) > 0 such that for y E Ze and x E Jy-(a, b) 
(2) Given l/2 < 01 < 1 and 0 < p < (Y there exists C such that 
if{z,dCWa, b), 9 E %+, #E Zrn satisfy 
(a) lim,,, .ziG = h E [a, 61 
(b) lim,+, I WGJ - ti I--a = 0 
Cc> limk+, I Im + I I W+,h I2 = 0 
then 
Remark. If we knew that R(x) had boundary values R(X & i0) at 
each h E [a, b], (3.8) would say R(h & i0): Se -+ X, and (3.9) would 
assert that faster decrease of p at co gives faster decrease of R(h & iO)y 
if (c) is satisfied, i.e., (y, [R(X + i0) - R(h - iO)]q> = 0. (We do 
not show that boundary values exist; it can be done, but it is unneces- 
sary and involves a considerable amount of work.) 
Proof. Take h, as in Lemma 3.2, equal to pi2” for some R > M(E), 
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where E = -$(a - A), and 1 < 2a < min(y, 2). Then for y E 9(H) 
and Re x > a we have 
249, hi) < 2(Re 2 - A - c)(v, hi) 
< 2Re((H - A - c)v,, hv) + 2Re((z - H)v, hrp) 
< Im<A(h)v, fb> i 2Re((z - WV, 4~) 
= W4h)rp, W - +J> + Im 493 W)VJ) 
+ 2Re((z - f+, AT). 
Now replace 7 in this inequality by R(x)v, v E XE . 
2~ I ~1’2W4v I2 < Im(W R(+T, V> + Im @+$p, 4) up?) 
- 2Re(y, W+P). (3.10) 
(This is our basic inequality; in each term on the right side the 
singularity of R(z) near the real axis is mitigated in some way.) 
Recall that by Lemma 3.1 A(h) is b ounded from SD1 to SB if fl < 0. 
By Theorem 2 and (1.5), 
Im .WWv, 4) W)v) < I 1 m x I II 4h)lP I W)9, l(l) I W)g, I 
G I Im z I II 4W P I W+f I + c I 9 I) I &+P 1 
= il4h)lP P I Im<cp, W+P> I
+ c I Im z+)p, I I v I), (3.1Oa) 
which together with (3.10) gives, using Theorem 2 again, 
2t- I ~1’2Q4g, I2 G --bl II4w P I %+P I-a + c I v l-11> I v la 
+ (D II WW’ + 2) I &+J I-a I YJ la + c II 4w I 9J I2 
G ccl Jwp, I--a: I T la + I v I--n Iv 13~ 
(We have used /\ h &,, = 1, I( Im xR(z)ll = 1 and / y I2 < I v j-E / g, loL .) 
Now since ( R(z)g, I-z is dominated by E 1 h1/2R(z)y I we obtain the 
following after dividing by I li(z)p, IPor: 
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which implies that 
proving (1). 
For (2), note that we can estimate j I,!J j-8 using 
I # 1% d C’sl”>f, R-‘* I /G’V I2 + I 4 I”-,) 
if 0 < 7 < 6 (Proposition 5.1) and for 6 = 0 we have 
I$ I* = yz I Pi= I * I- 
(3.11) 
Therefore an estimate on j # [p-a can be obtained (i) with 0 < 7 < 
01 - ~1 if ,u < (Y, and (ii) with 7 = 0 if p = (11. Choose such an 17 
which also satisfies 
ol<l--7]<p+a. 
This is consistent with (i) or (ii) since 8 < a: < 1. Then 1 q (r+, < 
IVI cr+or , so (3.9) will follow from 
I PRY I < CR1, I v L-n - (3.12) 
But by (b), (3.10) and (3.10a) 
By assumption (c) the middle term on the right side converges to 
zero as k + co. Now consider the first term; 
I<A(pR201) W&J, TN = KV14i2”) PRY PRY&, P’-WI 




pn-1A(p;2”) pRa = -ipn-l 2g(r) 5 * v + 7 &) + Pg2” PRa 
! 
n-l dpR= = 
2&)pR”; ’ v + y&‘$ + ,0-R” + --& 
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The pure multiplication part of this operator is 
P n-1 lPR1 5’ ji p;2”(s) ds + fRLl + +I 
which is bounded independent of R since q - 1 < --01 and dp,m/dr < 
B(a) pRU by (2.1). The other term is of the form F * V with 
R--71 j F 1 < 2(r/Rp-l R-lg(r) pRa = 2f(r/R), 
wheref(r) = Y”+ j”i p-““(s) ds pa(r) is a continuous function, bounded 
near zero since q > 0, and bounded near infinity since 1 - -q > 01. 
Therefore 11 F Ijrn < CRv, and 
(using Theorem 2.) Finally, having estimated the first two terms on 
the right in (3.13), we have 
G C”R” I VJ L-ri (I ~34 I + I ‘p I,-,) 
which implies (3.12). (Divide by / p;;“t,b 1.) 4 
Remark. If we take the special case H = H,, , Theorem 3 gives 
a new method of obtaining estimates on (H, - a)-‘. Recently some 
other efficient methods have been introduced by Kuroda [25] and 
Agmon [4]. These apply to general elliptic operators with constant 
coefficients as well. The long-range problem in this context has not 
been studied at all, so far as we know. 
4. PERTURBATION OF RESOLVENT ESTIMATES 
Now we present the well-established theory of perturbation of 
the continuous spectrum in such a way that operators HI of the 
type considered in Section 3 can play the role of “unperturbed” 
operator. Our main point is that even though we do not know all 
about HI (as we do for Ho, the usual unperturbed operator, via 
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Fourier analysis) we do know enough to get information about a 
perturbed operator Hr + V. Our method most closely resembles the 
one used by Agmon in unpublished work which was reported in 
some detail at the June 1971 Oberwolfach conference on scattering 
theory. This method leads to a more incisive result than is usually 
obtained because it is independent of theorems on absence of positive 
eigenvalues, which require more regularity than the rest of the 
argument. Agmon’s method is not necessary in our case since such 
theorems are available. In fact an earlier version of our work 
(reported at the same conference) used such theorems in the traditional 
way. 
As a rule, (1) One shows that if the perturbed resolvent is not 
bounded suitably near an interval of the real axis, then the perturbed 
operator has an eigenfunction #, which may not belong to .L?“(R”), 
with eigenvalue in the interval and (2) One must rule out the 
possibility of too many such eigenvalues. This is traditionally done 
by using certain properties of $ to show that it decays at infinity 
at a slightly quicker rate than was obvious at first, and this is enough 
to invoke theorems on nonexistence of eigenfunctions. But Agmon 
showed that the argument can be iterated to prove that # actually 
belongs to Z2(Rfi), and that only finitely many such eigenvalues can 
exist in any “noncritical” interval in the spectrum. We show here 
that this argument can be given using just the inequalities established 
in Section 3, (at least in the context of Schrodinger operators). 
THEOREM 4. Let H, = H, + V, where H, = -A and V, is 
bounded, and let R,(x) ==<H, - X)-I. Suppose that conclusions (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 3 are satisjied by HI for any interval [a, b] C (A, co). 
Then if V satisfies (1.2), and [u, b] C (A, oc)), H2 , the selfadjoint 
operator de$ned by the form H,, + VI + V, has only Jinitely many 
ekenvalues (counting multiplicity) in [a, b] and ty [a, b] does not contain 
any eigenvalue of Hz there exists, for any 01 > l/2, a C > 0 such that 
with R,(x) = (H, - ,z+)-” we have for all x E N(a, b), 
I ~,(+fJ I2 < c I v IL-l) (4.1) 
and 
II hu+ II < c (4.2) 
zy [ h I2 satisfies (1.2). 
Proof. Our starting point is the resolvent equation. Regarding 
580/12/r-4 
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H, , V, and H2 as bounded maps from X1 into Z-l, and R,(z) and 
R,(z) from 2-l into JF, for x E JV(~, 6) we have for 4p E ~6 
v = (4 - 4 %(4g, = (4 - 4 k++$ + vq+p (4.3) 
and therefore 
w+P = (1 + M4V) &?(4v (4.4) 
This equation holds as well for 9 E 2-l since X is dense in Z-1, 
and the operators involved are all suitably bounded. Recall that 
V = f(1 + Y)-7, y > 1, as in (1.2). We may choose 01 and E > 0 
so that 1 < 201 = y - E; then V: A?!, -+ Z’& . We may also assume 
cx < 1 without loss of generality. 
LEMMA 4.1. If R,( ) z is not bounded as an operator from &?;I to 
*1, 7 un;formly for z E &“(a, b) then H, has an eigenvalue in [a, b]. 
Proof. If R,(x) is not so bounded, there exist sequences 
{zk) C N(a, b) and {yk) C X;l, ( qk 1d-l’ = 1 with / R,(x,) yk I!!: --j. CXJ 
as k ---f 00. Since ?J 11 R,(z)~\:-~’ < (l) Jj R,(x)jl(-l), which is uniformly 
bounded for z in any compact subset of &‘(a, 6) (by Section 2) we 
must have [ Im zk ( + 0, and we may assume (by passing to a sub- 
sequence) that xk ---f X E [a, b]. By (3.8) and Corollary 2.1 
1 Rdzk) qk 1: = I(1 + R1(Zk)vI) R2(zk) vk I!: 
is bounded as k -+ 00. Now we can define a sequence of unit vectors 
h = 4&J RJI WG) yk 1%’ E =@L, so that (1 + R1hJV) h ---t 0 
in Z’l, as k -+ co. 
We have (as operators in X!pO 
Rl(xk)v = W)(J + (i - xk) R,(xk))v. (4.5) 
Let l/2 < 01’ < o(. By (3.8) the factor (I + (i - zk) R1(zk))V has 
norm independent of k as an operator from X1, to XI:, and R,(i) 
is compact from X1:, to X, (Proposition 5.2). Therefore R,(ak)V 
maps the unit ball of A!?, into a fixed compact set in X, and since 
1 $I, 12: = 1 we may assume (by passing to a subsequence again) that 
R,(z,) V#, is strongly convergent in X, . Then 
I(1 + Rl(zk)v) $k 1-a - o 
implies the existence of lim,,, & = 16 E X, , with 
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By Theorem 2, 1 tik j-m is bounded below as k -+ GO, so (CI # 0. 
Sincej#,j$ = l,#EGCol. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is completed by the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let [a, b] C (A, co) and let 4 E 31, . A necessary and 
su$icient condition for H,# = h#, $ E g(H,), h E [a, b], is the existence 
of a sequence {zk} C Jlr(a, b) with z, ---t h and / RI(+) V# + # IBE + 0 
as k -+ co. There exists a compact operator K on Z such that for any 
such I$, 
I#1 < IK#I- (4.6) 
This lemma will complete the proof of the theorem. For (A) it 
asserts that all eigenvectors with eigenvalues in [a, b] must satisfy 
(4.6), but this relation can be satisfied by at most finitely many 
orthonormal vectors; and (B) on any interval not containing an 
eigenvalue (4.1) must be satisfied, by Lemma 4. I, and boundedness 
of 11 hR,(x)h 11 follows from (4.1). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. First suppose 4 E 9(H) and H# = X#, 
h E [a, b]. Then 
&(A + i/k) V* = R,(h + i/k)[(Hz - h - i/k) - (HI - A - i/k)]+ 
= -(i/k) Rl(/\ + i/k)4 - II, 
(both sides regarded as the product of R,(h + i/k): Z-l -+ Z’l with 
an operator mapping &l into #-I, acting on # E Z’.) The last 
expression approaches -a,4 in X, as k ---f co since k-lR(h + i/k) 
converges strongly to zero unless h is an eigenvalue of HI, which 
would contradict (3.8). 
Now assume that {zk} is a sequence in X(a, b) convergent to 
h E [a, b], * E 21, and I W+J VSL + # I+ -+ 0 as k -+ co. We shall 
prove z$ E Z. First we note that V# E SF;‘, 1 R1(zk) V$ /?i < 
C j Vt,b Ii-1) so that R,(z,) V# + 4 converges weakly in Z1, , and 
= J Im(V$, --#)I = 0. 
Thus (a)-(c) of Th eorem 3 hold with v = V+ Actually V# has 
somewhat better decrease at infinity than its membership in Zpl 
indicates, for ZJ E 21, and V = O(Y-~~-~) at infinity, so Vz,b E SE+. . 
(Therefore if V# were locally square integrable, we could conclude 
from (3.9) that # decreases faster as well, giving even better decrease 
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for V#. This argument could then be repeated until the conclusion 
z,J E 2 was attained. This is i2gmon’s “bootstrap” procedure.) 
V+ E Z-l is locally singular, but the above argument can be applied 
to F = (i - A) RI(i) V#. For 
q%) w == u - (i - -4 %c%)l WI v+ 
so that (b) holds for y and #‘: 
Rl(%J(Z - A) h(i) V$ - # + k(i) V# = 4’ 
in &-, as k + CO. It will be enough to prove that +!J’ E Z, since we 
already have Iii(;) I’# E Z. We can apply (3.9) since (c) also holds: 
as k -+ CO. Now V: X’_, -+ J?‘$ and R,(i): X8 - z&, for any 6, 
(Proposition 5.2) so that R,(i)V: 25, --+ Z$, . Let 
p = sup(j3’ < 01 : 4 E Xol+p,}. 
Then # belongs to GY&.~-~/~ so p = (i - A) R,(i) V$ E Se+B+E/2 . If 
we assume /3 + ~12 < 01, (3.9) implies #’ E X-a+P+E/2 , and hence # 
also belongs to this space, which contradicts the definition of p. 
Therefore /3 + e/2 > as, and CJJ E psar . In this case (3.9) implies that 
z,Y and 4 belong to Z’. 
We also obtain the useful inequality 
Now we show that Z,!J is an eigenvector of H, . We know that 
tjESP. Let qEZE I. It is clear that HI and V map Zal into 2;’ 
(using (2.1) in the case of HI .) Then we have the following identity 
(in which each of the terms is a pairing of elements of dual spaces.) 
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Now %a1 is dense in Zr, so this equation is true for all y E X1, and 
in particular for CJI E 9(H,), so X/ E 9(H,) and I&$ = A$. 
Finally, we must prove (4.6). Having proved equivalence of our 
two conditions, we may assume (I?, - A)# = 0, which implies that 
and we may also assume that (4.7) holds. Then 
I 4 I G C’ Ifw J%(W - 94 l2a 
= c’ 1 h - i 1 /R,(i) VR,(i)# j2@ 
Now we must show that p2aRI(i) VI?,(i) is compact. This is true 
because VI?,(i) is bounded from Z to XC~+~ and RI(i) is compact 
from Z;r+ to ti201 (proved in Section 5, Proposition 5.2). 1 
5. APPENDIX 
Here we prove some facts used above. They will probably come 
as no surprise to anyone. Proposition 5.1 is the proof of (3.11); 
Proposition 5.2 gives conditions for boundedness or compactness of 
certain operators which were invoked at several points in the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. I~#E%?,, 01 > l/2, 6 > 7 > 0 
I + 1% d CC;;! R-“” I PRY I2 + I 4 I”,). 
Proof. Suppose the expression on the right is finite. Then 
s Id>1 (1 + (R/r)-“)-o j #(x)1” dx < C’R2n. 
Therefore if 6 > 77 
(1 + (W)-2)-n I qQ)l”dj dR
= j 
IX/>1 
1 jm (rR)-1-2”(1 + R-2)-a r dR\ I #(x)1” dx 
l/r 
2 s * R-1-26(1 + R-2)-b dR $ r-26 1 z)(x)/” dx 1 121X 
zzz C” 
f id>1 
Y-~~ )#(x)1” dx. 1 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let H = H,, + V acting in Z”(W) = s&‘, 
where V is a bounded function in S’(W) for some p < 00. For x 
outside the spectrum of H, (H - x)-l is compact as an operator from 
96, to 3‘??, and from 3?p1 to Sa if p > 01 > 0, and bounded from 
XL1 to XN’ for all 01. 
Proof. Let 9 denote the Fourier transform. If f,g E A?“(R”) 
for 2 < p < co then (/ J&‘~F*A,.F /I < c 1) g lip /If lip by the Holder 
and Hausdorff-Young inequalities, and A~‘~~*A/P is Hilbert- 
Schmidt if f, g E Z’“(R”). S ince any function in L.P(R”) can be 
approximated in 9p norm by functions in 9” n LF”(R”) it follows 
that Ag9*Jke,9 is the limit in operator norm of a sequence of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators and is therefore compact. (This argument 
was suggested by a remark of W. Faris). 
It follows that if g E 5P(Rn) for p > n, A,(H, - X)-I (HO + l)lj2 
has compact closure; in other words J&‘&H, - x)-l is compact from 
s-1 to 2. 
The same is true for A$(H - 2)-l, since A&H - z)-’ = 
J%1’(H, - .z)-’ [I - V(H - x)-l] and I - V(H - x)-l is bounded 
from 3P-l to X--l. 
Now note that if # E Y(R”), 
(lIpa - ,fH)$ = --pm-2(2ax .V + h)#, 
where h is a bounded function. Suppose fi > 01 > 0 and let 
v = (H - x)1+4, $JE 9’(R”); p is rapidly decreasing and 
p-fyH - z)-’ p”g, 
= p-P(H - z)-’ p”(H - ?z)$b (5.1) 
= p-B(H- z)-l{(H - z)p" - py201x~ v + h))# 
= p-fi(H - z)-' y - /+(H - ~$1 p~-2(2ax . V + h)(H - x)-l p. 
Suppose (y. < 1. The operator p”-B(H - z)-’ was shown to be 
compact from X-l to 3 if 6 > 01 and bounded if /3 = a, 
p-B(H - XC)-’ ~“-1 is compact on A?, and [201/)-% + V - p-lh]( H - z)-’ 
is bounded from s-1 to 2. Since 9(Rn) is dense in X1, (H - z)Y is 
dense in 2-i and the relation (5.1), proved for q~ E (H - z) 9(Rs) 
implies that the closure of p-“(H - z) p* applied to v E X-l is given 
by (5.1) and therefore this operator is compact from Z-l to 2 if 
fi > ol, and bounded if /3 = 01. 
Now suppose that compactness if /3 > 01, and boundedness if 
/3 = 01, has been shown for all 01 < k. The above argument shows 
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that compactness if ,f3 > a: and boundedness if ,l3 = E follows for 
cu.<K+l. 
By Theorem 2 this implies that (H - x)-l: A?: + Z’, is bounded 
for 01 > 0, and, by taking adjoints, for 01 < 0. 
We also have (N - z)-*: Xs -+ X, compact if p > a: > 0. Let 
(y& be a sequence of vectors in ti!, which converges weakly to zero. 
By Theorem 2 
l(H - z)-l p)k 1:; < D I(H - Z)-’ pk 1-p + 1 vk II-;;). (5.2) 
The first term on the right hand side converges to zero since 
(H - x)-l: X, ---f KS is compact. We have 
1 pk 1:; = I(& + I)- p-‘+‘p-“~k I.
(H, + l)-r/s p- B+~ is the adjoint of p++“(H,, + 1)-rj2 which is compact 
since p++# and p-l are both in P’(R”) for p > n, n/@ - CX). Since 
p-*vk converges to zero the second term in (5.2) converges to zero, 
so (H - z)-l: X, + c%?‘!.~ is compact if /3 > iy. 2 0. It follows by 
taking adjoints that for x outside the spectrum of H, (H - z)-1 is 
compact from A?$ to Xa . 1 
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